Revit MEP Drafter Opportunity:

- Create electrical drawings using **Revit MEP**. This includes new drawings and updates.
- Knowledge and ability to produce Design Development drawings & Construction Set drawings
- Coordinate with design team to ensure client needs and requirements of submissions are being met.
- Knowledge to draft Mechanical Electrical and Plumbing systems in Revit
- Ability to read and understand basic concept and fundamentals of Mechanical Electrical and Plumbing design and drawings

Revit MEP Drafter Qualifications:

- 1+ year of experience as a Drafter with Revit MEP experience. *(You must have Revit drafting experience to be considered for this position).*
- Experience with preparing fully detailed submissions. Experience planning and designing for commercial or healthcare projects.
- Knowledge of NEC Codes.
- Knowledge of how to draft Mechanical Electrical and Plumbing systems in Revit
- Ability to read and understand basic concept and fundamentals of Mechanical Electrical and Plumbing design and drawings
- Expertise with the latest design/drafting software (Revit MEP). Proficiency with Microsoft Excel, Word, Outlook, etc.
- Ability to work in collaborative environment and closely with Senior Designers per discipline during the entire phase of the project.
- Previous experience working with clients, ability to communicate with all levels in an organization.